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Methodology in observations and theoretical 
approaches

The theoretical approach has begun with the following imagination; 
a little child going to the school first time, is taught in class by his/
her teacher holding a green apple saying “This apple is green’’. Now, 
even if the child sees that apple as blue or red or any other colour, 
obviously the child thinks “yes, this apple is green’’ once he/she is 
thaught this is the case. In fact, we all agree among people that a 
green looking colour is called “green’’ otherwise the person claiming 
it is blue or red is definitely “colour blind’’ or has visual disturbances. 
However, this disturbance can only be detected to be a “disturbance’’ 
if and only if that person one day starts seeing that colour different 
than what he/she previously saw until that day. Because of the teacher/
green apple case, if he/she keeps seeing colours as they are according 
to him/her during a lifetime since birth, no one can detect that he/she 
has colour vision disturbances, even if he/she sees every single colour 
differently. All people including many doctors in fact accept that 
many people see colours the same, but may not be the case because 
only with an established common language code people will call an 
apple seen green as “green’’, yet because of teacher/green apple case 
in the above example provided.

Proof that different eye colours see every 
single colour totally different

A green iris (the colorful layer covering the eye pupilla) reflects 
back light in “green light frequency colour’’ so that it is seen green. A 
brown iris however must reflect absorbed light back to meet “brown 
light frequency’’ level criteria so that it is seen brown. But, as they 
are reflecting light in different frequencies, it means that the conical 
cells around iris (responsible from absorbing light and passing it to the 
vision center of the brain where vision appears) must be passing the 
absorbed light there in the same frequency as the frequency of light 
absorbed.2 But it is known that green and brown eye colours, in order to 
be seen “green’’ and “brown’’ must be reflecting light in the associated 

“green’’ and “brown’’ light frequencies respectively.3 But since their 
reflected colour frequencies are different (green and brown), it means 
“colour’’ interpretation or perception of brain of the owner of that eye 
colour as vision itself is in different colour frequencies, which means 
and concludes very strong proof that although it is hard to believe or 
accept, green eyed person sees colours differently than that of a brown 
eyed person, and different visions are same way valid for all different 
eye colours.4 Below there is a figure showing what frequency yields 
to what colour appearance. (Figure 1)5

Figure 1  Colour frequencies. 

Conclusions and possible challenges in 
disproving this theory

Even if Scientists find a prisma effect based evidence or think 
to have discovered a way to perceive how different eye colours see 
colours differently, or think they have a way to disprove this theory, 
yet they will be unable to do so. This is because anything they can 
detect as frequency or any attempts trying to observe how “A different 
eye colour is seeing colours’’ for the sake of a proof or disproof of 
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Abstract

The purpose of this article is to present a new theoretical discovery based on certain 
observations in natural phenomenon such as tyndall effect1 in such a way that neurologically 
known retinal vision facts fit with it. According to this strange but strongly challenging way 
of hypothetical approach, people with different eye colours perceive colours not only in 
different tones such as light or navy, but they see them totally different such as what one call 
“orange’’ seem “green’’ to the other and that yet none of people are aware of this situation 
ever in their lives. The present article states with strong theoretical evidence of why this 
is the case using anatomically known iris light reflection. It is expected that this study will 
contribute visual and retinal studies in medicine.
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this theory, yet what they will be expressing or observing in terms of 
colours yet will in fact only reflect “how they are seeing those colours 
differently according to their own colour vision interpretations’’.6 This 
means regardless of how much improved is or will be the Science, such 
an attempt will always remain invalid, unless one iris can be delivered 
to another person after iris removal of the person of interest so that 
the person receiving iris in new colour starts seeing differently. Under 
normal conditions unless this happens, the observer has to go out of 
his/her own brain and find a way to see how other people are seeing 
colours, which is not possible because we all need brain to see colours 
and visions.7 In personal opinion, the most difficult or impossible and 
challenging thing in life can be to provide proof or disprove an in 
lab based experiment or experiments for this theoretical phenomenon. 
But although very challenging and difficult, iris delivery can yet be 
the only way for a possible clinical proof.
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